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Risk 

Benchmark

4th 

Quarter 2012

Cumulative 

Since 

Inception

Annualized 

Since 

Inception

All Equity 100% Stocks 1.2% 15.2% 109.1% 5.4%

Growth
80% Stocks/20% 

Fixed Income
1.8% 13.3% 106.5% 5.3%

Balanced
65% Stocks/35% 

Fixed Income
1.9% 12.1% 119.4% 5.8%

Conservative
40% Stocks/60% 

Fixed Income
1.6% 10.2% 113.4% 5.6%

S&P -0.4% 15.8% 48.2% 2.8%

Model Portfolio Performance
12/31/2012

 

“The error of optimism dies in the crisis, but in dying it gives birth to 
an error of pessimism. This new error is born, not an infant, but a 
giant.” 

~ Economist A.C. Pigou 

The US stock market ended 2012 with a gain of 15.8%, three-fourths of that gain coming during the first 

quarter.  Investment grade bonds returned 4% in 2012 and international stocks ended the year higher by 

18%.  Emerging markets were strong, as was global real estate. 

Model Portfolio Performancei 

Our four portfolio models earned 

positive returns during a directionless 

final quarter in both stock and bond 

markets.  The models closed out 2012 

with gains of between 10-15%.  Our 

Conservative and Balanced models 

outperformed their benchmarks for the 

year, largely due to our non-traditional 

fixed income fund holdings.  Our 

Growth and All Equity models slightly 

lagged their benchmarks, due to a 

defensive posture in these models 

during the first half of 2012. 

Notable performances among our core holdings: Loomis Sayles Bond (our single largest holding) gaining 

almost 15% for 2012; Oakmark Select and Touchstone Sands Growth, rising 22% & 23% respectively; 

and our core international funds returning 20% or more each.  Other notable performers were Templeton 

Global Bond (16%) and Kane Anderson MLP (23%).  Underperformers of note: core equity funds 

Yacktman and Vanguard Dividend Appreciation, earning just 12% apiece for the year, and small cap fund 

Westport Select (sold) gaining a meager 6.5%. 

Portfolio Updates 

There were no changes to our asset allocations during the quarter, although we did substitute the Westport 

Fund for Westport Select in our minuscule small cap allocation, and added Aberdeen Emerging Markets 

to our fund holdings.  We are overweight emerging markets within an overall underweight to equity 

exposure.  We are significantly underweight US Treasury bonds and simultaneously overweight “credit,” 

through funds investing in mortgage, corporate and emerging market debt.  Our asset allocations continue 

to err on the side of risk-aversion, though much less so in our Growth and All-Equity models.  A table 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Arthur_Cecil_Pigou
http://www.westportfunds.com/
http://www.westportfunds.com/
http://www.aberdeen-asset.us/aam.nsf/usretail/mutualequitiesEmergingMarkets
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showing our portfolio model allocations and a roster of the principal funds we are invested in at year-end 

are on page 5 of this letter. 

Delayed Gratification 

A recent client conversation prompted me to wonder whether I have spent a good part of my time with 

clients the last several years admonishing them on the merits of saving more, spending less.  The client 

and I were discussing an overlap in our holiday travel plans and we agreed we should get together while 

away.  “Bring along Deirdre [my wife],” he added pointedly, “so you won’t be able to bug me about my 

spending.”  Got me to thinking! 

Being a nag was not a role I aspired to when I started in the financial advisory business 16 years ago.  In 

fact, I set out simply to manage client investment portfolios in as ethical, open, and intelligent manner as 

possible, and in a manner that was free of the pervasive conflicts of interest that continue to exist at a 

majority of financial firms.  However, from the start, clients began asking me financial questions that 

went far beyond portfolio management, questions they had no one else to turn to for answers.  Gradually, 

through learning how to best respond to these wide-ranging queries, I grew into my role as a financial 

planner.  And in 2007, I earned the CFP
tm

 (Certified Financial Planner) designation.   

One of the more valuable lessons I have absorbed - through my own experience and through that of my 

clients from whom I have learned enormously – is that savings is the true key to financial security for 

most of us.  While there are always stories of the friend who “hit it big” with a large bet on Apple or some 

other blockbuster deal, the average investor is very unlikely to be that lucky.  (And yes, I know we all 

think of ourselves as “above average.”)  The reality is that the overwhelming majority of wealthy 

individuals became wealthy through endeavors other than simple investing.  I typically tell my clients 

“You will make yourself rich,” through hard work, ingenuity, and importantly, spending less than you 

earn.  If that sounds Benjamin Franklin-ish, it is.    

Which brings me at last to the “Delayed Gratification” title of this section.  There are only two things you 

can do with a dollar: Spend it or save it.  For too many years now, most Americans have largely had their 

foot to the floor on the spending gas pedal.  The results are visible to anyone who has bothered to notice: 

larger cars, larger homes, and even larger people.  Sadly, much of this expansion was paid for with a 

commensurate increase in the magnitude of our indebtedness.   

The 2008 crisis served as a most unpleasant wake-up call to our over-spending problem.  Having failed to 

be sufficiently prudent for the past twenty years or more, we citizens of the developed nations are now 

having to reverse course, and to delay some current gratifications for the sake of future consumption.  

Necessary, but not nearly as much fun.  
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Reading The Tea Leaves 

At year-end, it seems investment advisors are required to offer their views on the year ahead.  I confess to 

placing little confidence in these predictions.  Recent research1 has shown that experts in their fields, from 

political scientists to economists to financial gurus, are essentially no better at predicting the next twelve 

months than is a random coin toss.  That said, historical data suggest there is some actionable longer-term 

insight to be had in the trailing Price/Earnings ratio of the market as a whole.  We prefer the Shiller 10 

year P/E calculation, as it gets to the important aspect for us, which is the longer-term cycle.  

The chart at left2 is a favorite of 

mine and I have used it before to 

depict where I believe we are in 

the US stock market cycle.  It 

shows two fundamental types of 

market cycle: Rising (commonly 

called a “Bull” market) and 

Volatile but range-bound (“Bear” 

market).  At the bottom is the key 

to these longer cycles: the 

Price/Earnings3 (P/E) ratio of the 

overall US market.  Note that 

long-term rising trend markets 

are always accompanied by 

rising P/Es, and that multi-year 

range-bound markets are the 

companion of falling P/E ratios.  

We are in that latter cycle now, 

and have been since March 2000.   

If we are to believe Shiller, the US equity market will continue to trade back-and-forth in a wide range 

established since the dot-com crash, will do so until P/E ratios fall to single digits and a new long-term 

up-market cycle can begin.  Now in the mid to upper-teens, a single digit P/E can be achieved via 

economic growth (rising E) or, less desirably for most of us over 50, through a decline in market prices 

(P).  Given the economic drag that is the companion to the debt-deleveraging process that is our lot, my 

best guess (and I use that word intentionally) is that we will have continue to have some of both in the 

years ahead.  We have no idea where the stock market will head, or end up, in 2013.  What we are 

confident of is that average gains over the coming years are likely to be muted and rising markets likely to 

                                                      

1
 Philip Tetlock’s Expert Political Judgment demolishes the credibility of professional forecasters. Nate Silver’s The 

Signal and The Noise does the same for economists and financial experts. 
2
 Chart by Ed Easterling, Crestmont Research 

3
 The smoothed PE ratio employed by Crestmont shown here is very similar to the one developed by Robert Shiller 

http://www.amazon.com/Expert-Political-Judgment-Good-Know/dp/0691128715
http://www.amazon.com/Signal-Noise-Many-Predictions-Fail/dp/159420411X/ref=sr_1_1?s=books&ie=UTF8&qid=1357759013&sr=1-1&keywords=nate+silver
http://www.amazon.com/Signal-Noise-Many-Predictions-Fail/dp/159420411X/ref=sr_1_1?s=books&ie=UTF8&qid=1357759013&sr=1-1&keywords=nate+silver
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alternate with unexpected downswings.  Thus, the more defensive than otherwise market positioning in 

our present portfolios.  

 

A Word about Financial Repression 

Financial Repression: any of the measures that governments employ to channel 

funds to themselves that, in a deregulated market, would go elsewhere. Financial 

repression can be particularly effective at liquidating debt. 

The term that has come to be used for the economic reality we are living through is “financial repression.”  

Developed nations are managing their monetary policies in order to keep their national governments 

solvent during a debt deleveraging/deflation cycle.  In the process, individual and institutional investors 

are left with historically unattractive rates of return across the spectrum of asset classes.   

The conundrum is simple: Investors need a certain return on their assets to meet their desired, or even 

required, financial goals.  Traditionally safer assets yield nothing or less, driving investors further and 

further out the risk curve in order to meet their need for even the most modest of returns.   

Many have noted that this is another of those scenarios that cannot end well and forecasts on the 

outcomes are as bitterly divided as are our political camps.  Judging from the historical record of post-

banking crises, we are in for another interesting decade.  Not exactly the news readers are hoping to hear, 

but I do not want my clients to suffer under any illusions about the road ahead.   

As fiduciary managers of your assets, our job is to do our utmost to earn you a reasonable return without 

unnecessarily exposing you to risks that might ravage your hard-earned savings.  We take risks, no doubt, 

but do so in as calculated a manner as we can.  Investing is never a sure thing – and you should flee from 

anyone who suggests otherwise.  Our job is to stay focused, not on this year or next year’s returns, but on 

helping you achieve, with as much likelihood as possible, your longer-term financial goals.  

  

 MW Investment Strategy made year-end contributions to food banks in the following 

communities where our clients reside: San Francisco/Marin; Los Angeles; New York; Alameda, 

Contra Costa, Napa, Orange & Sonoma Counties, CA; Salt Lake City; and Santa Fe. 

 

 

 

 

 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Government_debt
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Model Portfolio Target Allocations as of 12/31/12 

 Conservative Balanced Growth All Equity 

 Current 
Target 

Benchmark 
Current 
Target 

Benchmark 
Current 
Target 

Benchmark 
Current 
Target 

Benchmark 

Fixed Income 61% 55% 44% 35% 28% 20% 03% 00% 

Cash 06% 05% 03% 00% 00% 00% 00% 00% 

Large CAP US 18% 30% 30% 45% 43% 55% 55% 65% 

Small CAP US 01% 05% 02% 08% 03% 10% 04% 15% 

Intl/Global 09% 05% 16% 12% 24% 15% 37% 20% 

Other 05% 00% 05% 00% 02% 00% 01% 00% 

Allocations current as of this writing but may change at any time. 

 

Core Funds 

Fixed Income US Equity 

 

> Blackrock TIPS  Treasury-protected securities 

> Doubleline TR  Mortgage debt 

> PIMCO TR   Investment grade bonds 

> Loomis Sayles Bond  Multi-sector 

> Vanguard  Municipal bonds 

> BBH Core Select  Large cap growth-tilt 

> FMI Large Cap Concentrated large cap 

> Longleaf Partners Concentrated value 

> Oakmark Select Concentrated large cap 

> Primecap Odyssey Growth Large cap growth 

> Vanguard Dividend Appreciation Large cap value 

> Yacktman Growth at a reasonable price  

> Westport Fund Mid cap growth 

Global Equity Allocation & Alternative 

 

> Aberdeen Emerging Mks  Diversified EM equity 

> Artisan Global Value  Undervalued large cap equity 

> Harbor International  Diversified, growth-tilt 

> Lazard International   Relative value  

 

> FPA Crescent  Moderate allocation 

> Hussman TR Conservative allocation 

> Kayne Anderson Oil & gas MLP 

> PIMCO All Asset  Real return  

 

Disclosure: Clicking on the links above will take you to third party websites. We are not responsible for information contained on 

websites maintained by third parties. 

http://www1.blackrock.com/Default.aspx?cmty=ind
http://www.doublelinefunds.com/funds/total_return/overview.html
http://www.allianzinvestors.com/
http://www.loomissayles.com/Internet/Internet.nsf/index?Open
http://www.vanguard.com/
http://www.bbhfunds.com/wps/portal/ourfunds/bbhcoreselectfund/approach
http://www.fmifunds.com/home.html
http://www.longleafpartners.com/investment_offerings/mutual_funds/partners_fund
http://www.oakmark.com/
http://www.odysseyfunds.com/cgi-bin/client_product.cgi?member=1&product_id=15
https://personal.vanguard.com/us/funds/snapshot?FundId=0920&FundIntExt=INT
http://www.yacktman.com/index.html
http://www.westportfunds.com/
http://www.aberdeen-asset.us/aam.nsf/usretail/mutualequitiesEmergingMarkets
http://www.artisanfunds.com/mutual_funds/artisan_funds/global_value.cfm
http://www.harborfunds.com/overview-2011.htm
http://www.lazardnet.com/lam/us/funds/international_strategic.shtml
http://www.fpafunds.com/crescent
http://www.hussmanfunds.com/
http://www.kaynefunds.com/kmf.aspx
http://investments.pimco.com/Products/pages/284.aspx
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i
Model Portfolio Performance Disclosures:  

a) Performance shown is for each portfolio model and is not a composite of the performance of actual client 
accounts.  While our goal is that each client account will closely mirror the holdings and performance of our 
models, client account performance may, and does, vary according to several factors. Some of these are 
listed below.  In addition, there have been periods, and may again be in the future, when our evaluation of 
major economic and/or market events leads us to manage client account allocations in a materially different 
manner than is shown in our models.  At these times, client performance results will vary from that of our 
models.   

b) All MWI managed client accounts are based on one of four diversified model portfolios, composed of no-
load mutual funds, exchange-traded funds and other publicly traded securities.  These four models are 
geared to different levels of investor risk tolerance.  New accounts are invested following one of these 
models, typically using dollar-cost averaging over a period of months, not to exceed one year.  Once an 
account is fully invested, it is expected to track the performance of its underlying model.  Exceptions to this 
include accounts with restrictions such as: the client-directed retention of legacy holdings and/or excess 
cash, substantial withdrawals or additions.  Accounts smaller than $100,000 are restricted by purchase 
minimums at certain mutual funds and as a result do not hold all the same positions.  The performance of 
these accounts may differ somewhat from these models.  Accounts employing municipal bond funds in 
place of the taxable bond funds used in models will often slightly underperform on a pre-tax basis.  

c) Benchmarks for each model are created to represent the neutral asset allocation for each portfolio.  The 
Vanguard S&P 500 index fund is used to model the S&P 500 index total returns.  This fund, the iShares 
Russell 2000 index, Vanguard Total International and Total Bond index funds are the components we use 
for our benchmarks.   

d) Net of fees:  The performance for MWI model portfolios is calculated net of our maximum annual 
management fee, and brokerage charges, if any.  The returns of the portfolio benchmarks do not include any 
fees or charges other than those of the index vehicles employed in the benchmark. All returns assume 
dividends and income are reinvested.   

e) Rebalancing:  Model portfolios are routinely rebalanced every six to twelve months on the last day of a 
quarter.  Actual client accounts may be rebalanced as needed.  With tax-efficiency a part of our decision 
criteria, taxable accounts may be rebalanced less often and/or less completely than retirement and other 
accounts not subject to current taxation.  This may result in performance discrepancies between taxable and 
non-taxable accounts managed following the same portfolio model. 

f) Model allocation changes:  Changes to our model allocations can and do occur at any time.  When a model 
is changed, allocations to client accounts are changed as soon as is practical.  However, changes to the 
model portfolios are only recorded for performance purposes on the last day of any quarter.   

g) Closed funds:  From time to time, mutual funds that form part of MWI model portfolios close to new 
investors.  Clients already owning closed funds in their accounts will generally continue to hold and/or add 
to their positions.  New client accounts will be invested in alternate funds.  At year-end, MWI will substitute 
in its models for any funds that have closed during the year with the alternate funds available then to new 
clients.  As a result, performance disparities may develop between older and newer client accounts, and 
between older client accounts and current model performance.  

h) Historical performance is not a guarantee of future results.  While the performance period since January 
1999 includes both rising and falling stock markets, there can be no assurance that the portfolios will 
perform as well under future market conditions. 


